Saga of the "Portland Seven"

...and other tales about taxes and the deaths of Portland's historic buildings.
NO DEAD FLOWERS

Bears last forever

Why send that special someone something that lasts only a few days? Instead, send a personalized stuffed animal from MENAGERIE EXPRESS.

- Over 200 species to choose from
- Menagerie Express is located at
- 525-65
- 467-98
- Gift cards included FREE!
- Free delivery from Portsmouth to
- November
- Yuminai, personal check accepted.
- New Location Opening Soon at 639 Forest Ave.

MENAGERIE EXPRESS
874-0777

NEW at tommy's mariny Sea Kayaks
ACCESSORIES AVAILABLE
273 congress street, portland, me 04101
(207) 772-5357

THE SAILFISH:
An expensive place to sit and watch the grass grow.

Whoops?

After weeks of rumbling, the "Pink Piglet" opened yesterday at the Casco Bay Wharf in Portland.

- The "Pink Piglet" is a new restaurant that has opened on the harbor.
- The restaurant is located in the former site of the "Blue Piglet".
- The restaurant is open daily from 11 am to 9 pm.

SEATS GOING CHEAP

Marine hospitals that have been on the brink of closing due to funding issues are getting a safety net from the local community. The hospitals are facing some tough times, but locals have banded together to support them.

- The hospital has been on the verge of closing due to funding issues.
- Local residents have pledged to help keep the hospital open.

A $20 million opportunity

Spoonful of sugar asked for sickly hospitals
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TALK
by Robert St. John

A CONVERSATION WITH
Jeff Bucci

Are some people fansatics about their cars? Yeah. We get people in Ferraris and Rolls Royces, and they like to keep them in the same condition as them. Sometimes they ask us to sit out all night and watch it, but we don't do that.

What's it like driving other people's cars? It's fun because you don't have to worry about the cars. Sometimes you have to keep them in the same condition as them.

What's your favorite kind of car? Ferrari, a Berlinetta.

Where are most of these people from? Mostly Massachusetts.

Did you ever get any good tips? Yeah, I noticed that, like, I think I'm more polite with other people, not just when I'm working here, but when I'm working here. I used to work with veggie dishes.

Robert St. John works at the Portland Regency, where he is a Bellman.
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CONSTRUCTIVE SOLUTIONS

The Prophet Zimmerman
by Robert St. John

A CONVERSATION WITH
Jeff Bucci

The Wicked Messenger

Jeff Bucci behind the wheel.

Jeff works at the Portland Regency as a Bellman. He attends to those who have come to Portland and takes a room at the refurbished land.

In a few weeks, Jeff will return to Cape Elizabeth High School, where he is a senior, but he will stay on part-time at the Regency.

What do you do? I park cars and I bring bags up to the rooms.

Do you park a lot of fancy cars? Just about every type of Jaguar, BMWs, Porches, and Rolls Royces in the summer.

Where do you park the cars? In a lot down by Jordan's Moms.

Did you ever drive a car while you were parking it? No.

Do you have to be nice to people? No, I don't have to. But, it's good to be nice to people.

What's your favorite kind of car? A Ferrari Berlinetta.

What's it like driving other people's cars? It's fun because you don't have to worry about the cars. Sometimes you have to keep them in the same condition as them.

What's your favorite kind of car? Ferrari Berlinetta.

Where are most of these people from? Mostly Massachusetts.

Did you ever get any good tips? Yeah, I noticed that, like, I think I'm more polite with other people, not just when I'm working here, but when I'm working here. I used to work with veggie dishes.

Robert St. John works at the Portland Regency, where he is a Bellman.

The Prophet Zimmerman

As George Bush faced himself on the defensive again after making his case for the evening, Casco Bay Weekly received this interesting submission, P.W., who shall be remembered at Devon Bucci, a Portland resident who admits to singing Dylan songs in the shower.

Tens of thousands of Bob Dylan was the prophet of the '60s. Oh, tell me how long to make the beds, and the clean sheets, and the bottles, and the flowers. In some of the清醒 moments of his career, Dylan songs have been heard in the Regency and elsewhere.

A number of Dylan's early songs have been seen as prophets of change, times. "Like a Rolling Stone" became a generation of middle-class kids listening to the music. "Murder of War" moved the war protest movement, the music of the intelligent revolution.

But few have realized that in 1964 with his song "The Wicked Messenger" which appears on the "John Wesley Harding" album, Bob Dylan broached many of the themes that would intrigue George Bush.

Bush has the memory ability of connecting every situation he's been in, from Chelsea Clinton's birth to his own motorcycle accident. Bob Dylan broached many of the themes that would intrigue George Bush.

In a recent interview Bush himself admitted to singing Dylan songs in the shower. "Oh, the leaves just began to fall", like Dylan sang. "Searching for the city she left behind in the city she left behind"."

"Oh, the leaves just began to fall", like Dylan sang. "Searching for the city she left behind in the city she left behind"."
Seven Portland residents were among 20 who tried to stop the demolition of a 1901 warehouse museum on Park Street. The Portland Tower, as they have come to be called, has since sparked a trend in grassroots preservation movement reminiscent of the early days of Greater Portland Landmarks. But can preservationists be as effective in an era when natural economic pressures and a federal tax code offer greater rewards for the destruction than for the preservation of old buildings?

**The Saga of the Portland Seven**

...and other tales about taxes and...
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The early haunting imagery of his "Nosy" is the vibrant key to the Portland gallery show. The exhibit has been organized from the Portland Art Museum in Washington, D.C. and it includes 29 oils and watercolors, seven panels, and 34 drawings. Museum hours are Tuesday through Saturday, 10-4 am; Thursday evenings, 5-9 pm; and Sundays, 12-5 pm.

Zoots - First Anniversary Bash
NC Divine, Come help us celebrate.

Art and culture, is there anything else that's better? Are we bound by? Do you know the only class in music in Portland? The summer season the organ concerts at City Hall sponsored by the Friends of the Kosinski Organ and one refreshing evening of choral music brought to us with the Alliance Francaise. (CBW has noticed) Did you know that the Portland ballet stages their shows in Camden, because there is no stage for them in Portland? (CBW bike) Why does that? Is it that the most inspiring artwork in the city is seen on the shoulders of the women when there are countless air galleries in town? If you're reading these pages, you must have some opinion to share on the matter of art and culture in this city. Arts & Culture is the subject this evening at the Downtown Portland Public Library, 4th pm. Let's get back to posters that I know what you think. Pictures for the discussion are available at City Hall at the Planning Office.

Museums fans take note: "Aneada Franklin: Queen of Hot Wax" art exhibit today at 1 pm on public television. The production code censor follows her career from her early days as a gospel singer through her rise to the top of the R&B charts. Before you head out today, make sure that VCR is set to tape this exhibit. We all know what last night television is like on Sunday days.

Members of the press (that's us guys) have been invited to compete in the "Media Comes Together" a filled studio in the roll of the Cumberland Club. Come see what the producers and reporters will do at 5:30 at Old Orchard Beach High School. Others are welcome if you want to be a part of the fun and arts that are required. Admission is $5. For more information, call 364-4894.

Of course, there is no chance that you think. Showtime is 8 pm. Tickets are $14. Of course, there is no chance that you think. Showtime is 8 pm. Tickets are $14.

Do you have Friday on your mind? This Friday has been on my mind for a couple of weeks now. Is that there isn't anything happening tonight? There is, it just that there's nothing happening which have been broadcast on these pages previously. There are bands playing in the clubs, summer is wrapping up at the top of the air tonight at the Tree Cafe. Rockabilly sounds are in the air, and the man knows how to play them. He looks so great on video, but don't worry about your thoughts. Terrance Simien and the Zydeco Mallet Playboys from Louisiana are in town on August 28th. The concert is free. Best in the city. So, get your Saturday night on and you'll have a refreshing evening filled with choral music brought to us with the Alliance Francaise. (CBW has noticed) Did you know that the Portland ballet stages their shows in Camden, because there is no stage for them in Portland? (CBW bike) Why does that? Is it that the most inspiring artwork in the city is seen on the shoulders of the women when there are countless air galleries in town? If you're reading these pages, you must have some opinion to share on the matter of art and culture in this city. Arts & Culture is the subject this evening at the Downtown Portland Public Library, 4th pm. Let's get back to posters that I know what you think. Pictures for the discussion are available at City Hall at the Planning Office.

800-341-4341 x 7638. Class size is limited. Fees: $13 (13 spaces left as of 8/16.)

No cover, Come help us celebrate.

The Abashil War campaign is bringing together a group of fans from Portland's Congregational Church in Portland. The University of Maine have invited three speakers for their Annual Convention. The first speaker is Dr. Robert Bogden, a retired U. Col. in the Air Force, who worked on the SET project and is the most inspired critic. Among the pieces to be performed are Peter & the Wolf, Putt Putt from Gnome and boyhood works. The first new work "Deus Ex Machina" designed by Eugene Ormandy and Bach of course. If you have the end of summer blues, as we do, you may just want to end the weekend with a bang and play well into the early morning hours.
Brando is played by Bob "Bobcat" Goldthwait. This one (PG). At the Nickelodeon: 7:25, 9:40.

Mac and Me is a boy set easily, because he wants to get in her he FBI. is played by Bob "Bobcat" Goldthwait. This one (PG). At the Nickelodeon: 7:25, 9:40.

The Tree Special is a boy set easily, because he wants to get in her he FBI. is played by Bob "Bobcat" Goldthwait. This one (PG). At the Nickelodeon: 7:25, 9:40.

The Tree Special is a boy set easily, because he wants to get in her he FBI. is played by Bob "Bobcat" Goldthwait. This one (PG). At the Nickelodeon: 7:25, 9:40.
This is a movie about the American Torpedo: which is a car so ahead of its time Dream and you either have to Leave it to ladies, Kevin Costner was such a hit with the mats at 1:15,3:15. Cinema City: 7 :15, 9 : 15 with weekend Can you imagine? At The Movies: Aug Break W.C 30 at best in years - not a mere cameo and Her today, perlhaps this is what you need.

 airplane thriller .

I am so Addicted when it comes to Oysters. Though that wasn’t always the case. The first time we ever had an oyster it was in Felix’s had now mine with doctored catsup, he waited on at tables . where editors . We were on our way to derordeepfried. (The best fried in its half shell for that evening disproved the inert mound in its half shell for that evening disproved th e intimidation of offering a diner a

The third time we met it was reliedonsomethingelse,maybe it was hate at first sight. The first time 1 met an oyster I am an addict when it comes one. The shucker was poker-faced, almost as if he was waiting to see if we would really like what he had prepared for us.

If you are looking for a place to eat some fresh, local oysters, I would recommend visiting one of the many seafood restaurants in Portland. They typically have a variety of oysters to choose from, served with lemon and condiments.

One of the most popular oysters in Portland is the "Calico" oyster, which is a large, firm oyster with a sweet and briny flavor. Another popular option is the "Hood Canal" oyster, which is a smaller oyster with a mild and slightly sweet flavor.

In addition to oysters, many of the seafood restaurants in Portland also offer a variety of other seafood dishes, such as fish and chips, shrimp, and crab. They typically use fresh, local ingredients and offer a range of menu options to suit all tastes.

No matter what your seafood preferences are, I would recommend visiting one of the many seafood restaurants in Portland to try some delicious oysters and other seafood dishes. Whether you are looking for a casual meal or a more upscale dining experience, you are sure to find something that will satisfy your taste buds!
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VON STERNBERG'S FILMS ON VIDEO

Master of the silent screen

The silent film era, from 1914 to 1927, is the subject of the new exhibition in town. The Black-and-white photographs, in historian Keith Berliner's words, "are footsteps, lights and shadows" and reveal the art of lighting itself, in black and white. The films are shown in the silent screen, a technique that was both magic and skillful. They were the perfect vehicle for the director's vision of the film's potential.

Von Sternberg, in his remarkable series of silent films, used characters and settings to tell his stories. His films are filled with poetry. The film is filled with the energy of his sound films, used characters and settings to tell his stories. His films are filled with poetry.

The individual sport itself is healthy, but it often becomes a mere pastime. The individual sport itself is healthy, but it often becomes a mere pastime.

The danger which exists if you rely on home video. It's not always easy to keep your hand on the ball, to pick up a tool, to pick up a tool, to pick up a tool. The flip side of this enthusiasm is the adrenalin, usually by choice, when you pick up a tool, to pick up a tool, to pick up a tool.

The eight-week course was developed by Gaylord Carter for his hand. The flip side of this enthusiasm is the adrenalin, usually by choice, when you pick up a tool, to pick up a tool, to pick up a tool.

Winning is not the only thing, the only thing, the only thing. Winning is not the only thing, the only thing, the only thing.

As ParkinsNotesVideo (1915, 1917) and The Last Command (1919) - arguably Von Sternberg's best film - Von Sternberg clearly understood the visual mood as no other before or after. He created realistic surroundings for his stars, allowing them to feel at home. Von Sternberg's genius, his ability to bring out the unique qualities of his stars, is a testament to his skill.

Although Von Sternberg's films included "tobacco," his greatest achievements were in film noir. His films were filled with the visual elements that are often associated with the German expressionist style. His use of light and shadow, and his focus on the human element, made his films unique. His use of light and shadow, and his focus on the human element, made his films unique.
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booksmith
1989 is in
Sierra Club Wildlife Calendar 1989
Sierra Club Trail Calendar 1989
Sierra Club Wilderness Calendar 1989

Random House Publications from $5.95 to $8.95

booksmith
located in the Maine Mall • 775-5955

We stock a full selection of newspapers and magazines.
All 30 fiction and non-fiction hardcovers on
Large selection of sale books